Thank you for purchasing the Bell Revolver Snow Kit. This manual will illustrate the proper way to convert a stock Bell Revolver into a snow helmet. For basic functions & care please refer to the owner’s manual that came with your helmet.

**WARNING**

NEVER USE A DARK OR TINTED FACE SHIELD/INNER SHIELD IN DARK CONDITIONS OR WHEN VISIBILITY IS POOR.

**WARNING**

BE SURE THAT THE CHINBAR IS CLOSED SECURELY. DO NOT OPERATE MOTORCYCLE WITH THE CHINBAR IN THE OPEN POSITION.
Face Shield and Inner Shield Removal

1. Use the release levers and remove the stock Revolver shield (Figure 1)
2. Next, actuate the inner shield to the down position (Figure 2)
3. Peel back the rubber face port edging and grab edges of the inner shield (Figure 3)
4. Carefully pull the inner shield directly away from pivot trays. DO NOT PULL SIDEWAYS (Figure 4)
5. Be sure to follow the same procedure for both the left & right sides
**Snow Shield Installation**

1. Take the Persimmon Sun Shade Internal Shield and hold by the edges
2. Peel back the rubber face port edging (Figure 5 & 6)
3. Be sure the pivot trays are in the down position
4. The inner shield snap feature must be carefully positioned into the tray and locked into place
5. Be sure to follow the same procedure for both the left & right sides

**Double Shield/Electric Double Shield Installation**

1. Take the double shield and position it using the Bell shield install alignment markings (Figure 7)
2. Carefully push the shield in until it locks into place (Figure 8)
3. Be sure to follow the same procedure for both the left & right sides
4. Be sure the shield is completely locked into place on both sides
Magnefusion™ Breath Box Installation

1. Flip over the Bell Revolver to allow easy access to lower cheek pad snaps
2. Unsnap just the bottom two snaps on right side first (Figure 9)
3. Take the supplied outrigger marked “R” for right and position so the foam surface is facing towards the rider’s face
4. Align the snap holes on the outriggers with the snaps on the chin bar surface (Figure 10)
5. Next, snap the cheek pad back into place with the outrigger sandwiched between the snaps (Figure 11)
6. Repeat process for the left side
7. Now the Revolver breath box is ready to be used
Using The Revolver Magnefusion™ Breath Box

1. Position Bell Revolver on the rider’s head properly and flip up the chinbar
2. Take breath box and place over the nose & mouth; the Magnefusion™ technology will guide the breath box into place (Figure 12)
3. Make sure the nose clip is centered over the nose
4. 3 adjustment points on the breath box provide a personalized fit (Figures 13 & 14)
5. Incorrect installation shown with breath box behind side outriggers (Figure 15)